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摘  要 
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Many people have done research on the Journey to the West from the linguistic 
point of view historically. But many of them used the punctuated version. And they 
mainly unfurled the research by four aspects: some words, dialect words, collation 
and the compilation of dictionaries. There are existing two problems. First about the 
material, because many people haven’t used the original version, the conclusions here 
were worth discussing. Second about the dialect, because many people have used their 
native tongue to read the book, it sometimes caused a misreading.  
Based on the collation, the paper compared the six original versions of the Journey 
to the West with the punctuated version. It used the methods of the Chinese exegetics, 
the dialect and the study of the folk forms of Chinese characters to do research on the 
colloquial words and the folk forms of Chinese characters in the Journey to the West. 
We do the textual research from original and different forms of Chinese characters 
and explanation in words synchronically and diachronically. And we do the research 
on the standardized forms of Chinese characters which were turned into the folk forms 
of Chinese characters and changes of the structure of the folk forms of Chinese 
characters. These folk forms always didn’t be written in the ancient dictionaries, 
though they existed actually. In conclusion, we can read the book helpfully by 
studying the colloquial words of the Journey to the West. And it can explore some 
words out of the source. It also can help the study of the Chinese vocabulary. We will 
know the origin of the simplified Chinese characters and explanation in words by 
studying the folk forms of Chinese characters. It also can complement and correct 
semantic items of some voluminous dictionary. 
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第一章  緒 論 







































































④載於《閩西日報》，1999 年 10 月 22 日，詳見
http://www.66163.com/Fujian_w/news/mxrb/991022/3_4.html。方一新先生在《中古近代漢語詞彙學》中








































①其他多為散篇。這篇碩士論文以人民文學出版社 1980 年第 2版為底本出發，主
要從現代詞彙語義學等角度來進行研究的，相對於以下即將進行論述的論著，雖
然角度看起來是新的，但有些結論是值得商榷的，如將“伶俐”一詞看做雙聲單
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